
Office hours today: after class (Remo)
4-5pm, 8-9pm (Zoom)

Homework sessions: 
5-8pm Monday and Tuesday in Remo

Learning goals for today:
To explain the basic gas processes that are used in 
refrigeration
To explain why heat always flows from hotter objects to 
colder objects
To describe the microscopic meaning of entropy and 
explain how this governs the direction of heat flow















It’s a hot day and your house doesn’t have air conditioning. 
Your friend Sam suggests leaving the refrigerator door open in 
order to cool down the kitchen. What is an appropriate 
response here?

A) That’s a great idea, let’s do it!

B) Yes it will cool down the kitchen, but it’s a total waste of 
energy. 

C) That won’t have any effect at all on the temperature of the 
room, but the food will go bad.

D) Hey Sam, that’s great that you’re thinking creatively, but it 
will actually make the room warmer than leaving the fridge 
door closed.
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A flow of heat from a cold object to a hot object (without 
any associated work) would violate conservation of energy.

A) True

B) False
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Discussion Question:

Why does heat always flow from hot objects 
to colder objects?



Demo!

https://youtu.be/-Ddigbvwpk8



If the frogs move around 
randomly, why is there always a 
net movement of frogs from an 
area of high average frog density 
to an area of low average frog 
density?
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In the analogy with a thermodynamic system, the individual frogs 
represent

A) Molecules

B) Units of energy

C) Temperature












